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Introduction

Psychology as a profession is practised worldwide and is regulated by the social, cultural, educational, political and legal context of each country. However, we often face cross-border challenges in our daily practice which present a more universal shared setting [1]. This applies to professional psychology practice in the Reproductive Health context, in which new social needs and challenges constantly appear and are identified. These needs and challenges affect all nations equally but in a different way.

The extraordinary advances in assisted reproduction and the exponential growth in resources and assistance centers have exceeded the capacity for response of the different societies and cultures, and new challenges for reproductive health providers constantly arise, as well as the need to develop a globally consistent professional identity for psychologists in the healthcare context. Regarding the statements of the International Project on Core Competences in Professional Psychology [1], these needs comprise identifying the area involved, the proper resources, the psychological knowledge and techniques and the strategies to approach common problems.

Considering the individual cultural and legal contexts in which psychologists practice their profession in their corresponding countries, this short article aims to delimit the functions and competences associated with the psychologist’s role in reproductive health, and especially those related to their work in the Reproductive Medicine and Assisted Human Reproduction (AHR) context.

Psychology and Reproductive Health

Reproductive psychology is a specialty of Health psychology, conducted within the framework of sexual and reproductive health, that deals with psychological aspects of human reproduction and its possible complications [2]. From adolescence to old age, we pass through distinct phases such as puberty, menarche, fatherhood, motherhood, or menopause, and various life situations that can produce emotional changes and require more specific psychological attention. Reproductive psychology provides an opportunity to look at and understand pregnancy, birth, the menstrual cycle and menopause, and sexual and reproductive events in older age, not merely as medical and biological processes, but as social and psychological events.

The application of the definition of “health” by the WHO to reproductive and sexual health is broad and deals with reproductive processes, systems and functions in all life stages [3]. It also includes other factors related to lifestyle, human rights, information and access to safe and effective methods ensuring sexual and reproductive health, as well as fertility control and access to services and educational programmes on sexual and reproductive health. As Van den Akker [4] points out, it can be deduced from this broad definition that “a focus on sexual and reproductive health is not a privilege, it is a necessity”. People are sexual beings throughout their life, and sexual and reproductive healthcare must focus on improving life and personal relationships, and not be limited to counselling on procreation or sexually transmitted infections.

Reproductive psychology deals with different processes involved in psychological health, such as those involved in childbearing, adjustment to pregnancy or attitudes to motherhood and fatherhood. It also addresses psychological aspects of reproductive problems, such as premature birth, perinatal loss, congenital abnormalities and postnatal psychological complications, including postnatal depression and stress disorders and, of course, the psychological and social aspects of infertility diagnosis in females and in males. As with reproductive medicine, difficulties in having children, involuntary childlessness, and the overall care received in Assisted Human Reproduction (AHR), are central to reproductive psychology [2].

Psychological care in this context does not only comprise the required psychological assistance for the emotional responses caused by infertility diagnosis and treatment, but also the
psychosocial consequences arising from that experience and the psychological needs of all individuals involved in the different AHR treatments and techniques: couples, infertile women or men, ovule donors, surrogate mothers, etc.

The main goal of psychologists in this context is to promote informed reproductive decision-making, and psychological health and well-being throughout all stages and aspects of the reproductive process. Support offered includes, among other services, sexual and reproductive health counselling, psychological support for infertility, follow-up and psychological care during the different psychological stages of assisted reproduction treatment, couple therapy, psychological evaluation and follow-up of donors, etc.

Infertility

Infertility and reproductive problems in general have become a major health concern affecting over 15% of people of reproductive age worldwide [5,6]. The important demographic and social changes in the last decades of the 20th century have led to a very rapid and unprecedented change in the lives of women and men. These changes have long-term consequences for family planning, as new family models arise and coexist with traditional ones. In the labour market, women are increasingly entering the work environment and, although it may seem paradoxical, greater access to contraception coexists with a large both public and private offering of assisted reproduction. Greater access to education for women, resulting in them being better trained and qualified for the working world, and contraception availability have led to delayed motherhood and a corresponding increase in age. This has raised the incidence of reproductive dysfunction associated with ageing in men and women [7]. It is not therefore surprising that reproductive problems are becoming increasingly important in developed societies of the Western world, especially in ageing towns and many urban areas where women have their first child at older ages, which could become a major social problem [8].

Reproductive health affects the lives of women and men in all matters related to the reproductive system, its functions and processes. However, according to the United Nations [3], this involves not only people being able to lead a satisfactory risk-free sexual life, but also the ability to reproduce, and the freedom to decide about this. Despite the importance of this last aspect, infertility prevention and care are often considered as a secondary public health problem, especially in low-income countries [5].

The WHO started to deal with reproductive problems (infertility and sterility), to regulate fecundity (contraception) and to define and limit concepts and terminology [9] through its HRP Special Programme (Special Programme of Research, Development and Research Training in Human Reproduction). However, reproductive problems are more difficult to solve than reproduction control, where the efforts to solve them can take long and the result is not always as expected [10]. Due to the high complexity of the mechanisms involved for a sperm to fertilize an ovule, we can state that pregnancy is a miracle of nature. Compared to other species, human fecundity is much lower, and the probability of a young woman becoming pregnant in a cycle is around 20-25%, gradually decreasing with age [11].

There is a great deal of information about sexuality, family planning and contraception, but people rarely consider the possibility of not being fertile. Reproductive problems may surprise many women who, after a sterility or infertility diagnosis, realize that fecundity control by using contraception had raised similar expectations to conception control, and they never imagined they would not be able to have children when they wished to. The ability to control contraception does not imply controlling the ability to conceive and for most women who chose a contraceptive method without knowing whether or not they were fertile, their diagnosis is unexpected, it brings into question their life expectations and beliefs and causes helplessness, blame, and lack of control over their lives.

The extraordinary advances in the assisted reproduction field, as well as the exponential growth of resources and public and private support centers, reproductive medicine and the different Assisted Reproduction Techniques (ARTs), offer multiple choices to men, women and couples with reproductive problems. Around 2% of conceptions in Europe are medically assisted, most of them being "in vitro" fertilizations (IVF) [12], but only 15-20% result in pregnancy at the first attempt [13]. The low success rate of ARTs makes these “solutions” a source of various stress factors which build up throughout the different treatments. IVF treatment, specifically, may become a long, painful and stressful process, during which frustration due to unfulfilled expectations, social pressure, helplessness, disappointment, hopelessness and downheartedness because of failure and the economic costs of the process may arise [14,15].

At present, there is considerable evidence suggesting that stress has important effects on the reproductive function. Suppression of the stress-associated reproductive function may lead to delayed menarche, hypothalamic amenorrhea, ovarian dysfunction or early onset perimenopause [16,17]. Most studies on stress and in vitro fertilization have identified a relationship between higher stress levels and a lower percentage of pregnancy and livebirths [18-20]. Stress exposure itself has even been directly related to conception failure [14] and considered as the most common reason for fertility treatment interruption [21].

In addition to physiological reactions, reproductive procedures and intervention success, stress causes emotional and cognitive responses which persist over time. These responses may have a significant impact on areas of vital importance to an individual (sexuality, family relationships, social relationships, work, etc.) and on their beliefs about motherhood or fatherhood, which may lead to a deterioration of psychological and adaptive resources [22].

Research in recent decades has significantly contributed to depathologisation of these problems and has focused on fostering health in the assisted reproduction context. However, assisted reproduction techniques in clinical practice are performed only through medical-biological procedures, and although psychological issues are considered to be important, they play a secondary role in diagnostic procedures as well as in infertility treatment [23]. The scientific-technical advances in assisted reproduction and the medicalization of infertility continue to grow disproportionately compared to attention paid to the emotional response of women and men facing this experience, alone or as a couple [24].
Reproductive complications are not usually a problem for the physical integrity or the life of people suffering from them. Unlike other reproductive health problems, infertility does not involve a previous morbid process, but it does affect women’s or men’s representations of the “internal world”, and mainly, a wish or existential goal as old as mankind: the wish to be parents. Psychological suffering will mostly depend on the patient’s personal and psychosocial characteristics. Quantifying such suffering and the resources available for the treatment approach should form part of the diagnostic and therapeutic procedures in reproductive medicine. Infertility and its treatment should be considered as a vital stressor event having unique characteristics, that should be dealt with from a multidisciplinary and multidimensional point of view, including the psychological, emotional, social and cultural needs of couples and individuals, whether men or women.
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